
Fixed Ratio Compounding

Fixed ratio compounding (FRC) is a systematic plan to increase trade size as net profits grow 
and to decrease trade size during significant drawdowns.  The essence of fixed ratio is to risk profits 
aggressively, while exposing the starting capital to minimal extra risk.  It works best to accomplish 
these goals:

▪ To increase trade size more quickly when it is quite small because of capital constraints.

▪ To compound profits more aggressively without risking a deeper drawdown.

▪ To start trading a new strategy at small size and let it earn its way to larger size.

Because the benefits of fixed ratio compounding are more clear when one appreciates the 
problems that it is intended to solve, we will begin with a discussion of compounding in general.

I.  The principles of compounding

Any reasonable trade sizing plan has these goals:

▪ Preservation of starting capital
▪ Minimal drawdowns
▪ Maximum long-term P/L
▪ Ease of execution, logistically and psychologically
▪ Rarely trading smaller size on winners and larger size on losers

And it has these assumptions:

▪ The strategy being traded produces a net profit without compounding.
▪ The strategy produces both winning trades and losing trades.
▪ There is no way to predict the results of any given trade.

It is obvious that any good plan will increase trade size as net equity grows and decrease size as 
net equity shrinks.  This achieves some degree of stability for the per-trade risk.  To do the opposite – 
that is, to risk more as net equity falls and to risk less as it rises – would amplify drawdowns and would
reduce long-term profits, which is the opposite of what a compounding plan should accomplish.

There are three things a compounding plan must determine:

▪ The starting trade size
▪ The level of drawdown at which the plan fails and trading is halted
▪ The rules for increasing and decreasing trade size

The starting trade size and the failure point depend on the trader's risk tolerance.  A good 
baseline is to risk 10% of the starting capital, using an initial size that will realize this risk if the 
strategy incurs its expected max drawdown.  Another option is to think of initial risk only as a dollar 
amount, disregarding the percent of capital allocated.  If a strategy is risky or experimental, a smaller 
initial size would make sense.

This study focuses on the third decision, the rules for increasing and decreasing trade size.  We 
begin with some mathematical facts:
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▪ If the trade size is held constant, the larger that size is, the larger the net profit.
▪ If the trade size is held constant, the larger that size is, the larger the dollar amount of 

drawdowns.
▪ The larger the account size, the larger the dollar amount of drawdown that is survivable.

Given these facts, a good sizing plan should trade the largest size at which the drawdowns are 
survivable.  Sounds great in theory, but how does one predict the size of the largest drawdown?  It can 
never be known with certainty; therefore, some margin of safety must be built into the trade sizing plan
in order to survive a larger-than-expected drawdown.

Also, how does one define survivability?  For a speculative strategy with a small capital 
allocation, it could be defined as not falling into negative equity if the strategy fails.  For a large 
diversified portfolio, it could be defined as never losing more than -10% in a year.  For a small 
individual trading account, it could be defined as not drawing down the initial capital by more than 
some dollar amount, perhaps -$3000, in part because at this level of drawdown the trader would 
probably give up on the strategy and miss out on the long-term profits that it would have produced.

The third situation will be our focus, as it best matches the situation of most independent traders
who may read this document.  But first, one more important fact about compounding plans in general:

▪ Every time the trade size changes, there is a chance that the compounding plan will 
perform worse than if trade size had remained constant.

Of course, it can also happen that a change of trade size is beneficial – for example, trade size 
increases, and the next trade is a winner.  The purpose of a compounding plan is to experience exactly 
that.  But it may also happen that a losing trade comes after the size increase, and in fact this is likely to
happen many times over a large sequence of trades.  When a losing trade follows an increase in trade 
size, then if the increase was large, the results are much worse than if trade size had been held constant.

II.  Example of a simple compounding plan

This kind of outcome is modeled below (Figure 1), using per-trade results that are purely an 
example, not based on any actual trading strategy.  Notice that the 1-unit P/L shows a net profit in each 
case, satisfying the assumption that the strategy is profitable at constant size.  The compounding is 
done by adding 1 unit of trade size for each $200 of net profit, with minimum trade size of 1 unit, again
merely as an example for teaching purposes.
 

 

Figure 1

Let's briefly talk through the trade sizing.  In each sequence, the first trade is taken at size 1 
because net P/L begins at zero (not pictured).  Net P/L after the first trade is $300, which exceeds the 
requirement of $200 in order to add 1 unit of trade size; therefore, the second trade is taken at size 2.
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Trade #2 is a winner in both sequences.  At size 2, the trade produces two times the 1-unit P/L, 
so 2 x 300 = $600.  This is added to the $300 profit from the first trade, making 300 + 600 = $900 net 
P/L after the second trade.  Sizing for the third trade is based on this net P/L.  Four units are added to 
the minimum 1-unit size when net P/L is at least $800 but not $1000, so the third trade is taken at size 
1 + 4 = 5 units.

The results diverge on the third trade.  In the sequence on the left, a losing trade wipes out all 
the net profit and invades the starting capital by $100.  This causes trade size to drop sharply to 1 unit.  
After a winning trade at size 1, trade #5 is taken at size 2, and the loss drops net P/L to a new low, yet 
the non-compounded net P/L sits at +$500, an average of +$100/trade.  The compounding plan was a 
disaster.

In the sequence on the right, a string of winning trades grows the trade size very rapidly, then a 
loss that is smaller than each of the five winners wipes out all the profit.  A larger loss could have put 
the net profit deep into negative territory.

You can experiment with this sizing plan using per-trade results of +$300 and -$200 in any 
order.  Make the non-compounded P/L as smooth and profitable as you like, but each loss will set the 
net profit back near zero because the sizing plan is far too aggressive.  Adding 1 unit of trade size for 
each $200 of net profit is too much.

That being the case, how about a plan to add 1 unit of trade size for each $600 of net profit, with
similar per-trade results?  Here are some examples:
 

 

Figure 2

This plan (Figure 2) works much better when the net P/L is small.  By the time it sizes up to 2 
units, there is a profit cushion of at least $600.  The left-hand example is unlucky three times when a 
losing trade comes after a size increase, but on the fourth try it gets a win at 3-units size, and in the end 
it outperforms the 1-unit P/L.
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The right-hand example has better 1-unit results.  As its trade size grows, the jumps between 
trade sizes get larger, causing net P/L to swing wildly between $7800 and $12,000.  During that part of 
the sequence, non-compounded profit is grinding higher but compounded profit doesn't make any 
overall progress.

From these examples, one can see that the results turn out badly when trade size makes big 
jumps.  There are two reasons why:

▪ A normal loss incurred after a big jump higher in trade size wipes out profits that took 
multiple winning trades to accumulate.

▪ A big jump lower in trade size after a loss makes the subsequent wins much smaller, so 
that it takes multiple winning trades to recover from the loss.

The same problem happens before and after the loss incurred at large size: the winning trades 
are taken at much smaller size than the losing trade.

This is hugely important, because this is the only way a sizing plan can produce poor results, 
assuming as always that the strategy shows a net profit when traded at a constant size.  To perform 
worse than the constant-size results, a sizing plan must trade larger size on losers than on winners, on 
average.  That's a mathematical fact.  Therefore, a major goal of a sizing plan is to minimize the extent 
to which this happens.

Why just to minimize the larger sizing on losing trades?  Why not aim at trading larger size on 
winners than on losers?  Because it's impossible to predict which trades will be winners, of course, but 
also for a deeper reason: each increase in trade size happens after a winning trade, and each decrease 
happens after a losing trade.  This means the trade that precedes (and causes) a change in size is always 
a winner traded at smaller size than what comes next, or a loser traded at larger size than what comes 
next.  As a result, some degree of larger sizing on losing trades is inescapable.  This phenomenon is 
called asymmetrical leverage.

Changes in trade size can't be avoided, but they can be optimized to produce a minimum of 
asymmetrical leverage.  One obvious way to accomplish this is to avoid changing the trade size by a 
large amount at once.  As seen in the first example (Figure 1), a large change in trade size makes 
possible a losing trade at much larger size than what comes before and after.  Just one such event can 
do enormous damage.  So then, what kind of compounding plan can avoid large changes in trade size?

Before answering this question, let's find out why the sizing plans in the examples above caused
big jumps in trade size.  In the first set of examples, the plan was just way too aggressive.  But in the 
second set, size was stepping up and down calmly at sizes 1-3, but it jumped up to 5, made a bigger 
jump to 8, and made bigger jumps between 8 and 12.  Why?

It's because the same dollar amount of profit was required for each increase in size, regardless 
of the current trade size.  At size 1, using +$300 wins and -$200 losses, it takes at least two trades to 
increase the net P/L by $600, so a single trade can't cause trade size to change by more than 1 unit.  As 
trade size increases, it becomes easier for the same +$300 and -$200 per-unit P/L amounts to cause the 
current trade size to change.  For example, at size 3, each +$300 win and each -$200 loss moves the net
P/L enough to change the trade size by 1 unit.  At size 6, each +$300 win increases trade size by 3 units
(6 x 300 = 1800; each 600 adds 1 unit of size), and each -$200 loss decreases trade size by 2 units.  
When trade size is 10 units, each +$300 win causes trade size to increase by 5 units.  The leaps in trade 
size keep getting larger as net P/L grows.
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What's happening is that each increase in trade size takes the same amount of “work” to earn, 
no matter how many units of trade size are working.  That's not reasonable.  It's like saying that a 
construction crew is done for the day when 10 feet of wall is built, no matter if there is one bricklayer 
or five or twenty.

The better plan is to establish a proportionality between the number of workers (trade size) and 
the amount of work required (net profit) to reach the next milestone.  If the plan requires 1 unit of trade 
size to produce $600 of net P/L to earn a size increase, then 3 units should have to produce three times 
as much, or $1800.  In each case, it's $600 per unit of trade size.  This is fixed ratio compounding.

III. Fixed ratio compounding: explanation and examples

“Fixed ratio” means that the same (fixed) amount of profit must be produced per unit of trade 
size (ratio) throughout the compounding plan.  That amount of profit is called the delta, and it is the 
most important variable in a fixed ratio compounding plan. 

To start getting some insight into how FRC works, let's revisit the made-up examples from 
Figure 2 and see how they turn out differently when fixed ratio compounding is applied.  In order to 
cover the material faster, we'll look at the results of using two different fixed ratio plans, using deltas of
400 and 800.  For now, it's not important to understand how these deltas were chosen; what matters is 
that they are good for illustrating how FRC works.

We begin by drawing up the compounding tables.  These are used for sizing each trade based on
current net P/L.  Only the bold numbers in the first and third columns are needed; everything else is 
included to show how the calculations are done.

Delta = 400 Delta = 800

Trade
size

(units)
New profit to earn

a size increase
Total profit at which
trade size increases

Trade
size

(units)
New profit to earn

a size increase
Total profit at which
trade size increases

1 1 x 400 = 400 0 + 400 = 400 1 1 x 800 = 800 0 + 800 = 800

2 2 x 400 = 800 400 + 800 = 1200 2 2 x 800 = 1600 800 + 1600 = 2400

3 3 x 400 = 1200 1200 + 1200 = 2400 3 3 x 800 = 2400 2400 + 2400 = 4800

4 4 x 400 = 1600 2400 + 1600 = 4000 4 4 x 800 = 3200 4800 + 3200 = 8000

5 5 x 400 = 2000 4000 + 2000 = 6000 5 5 x 800 = 4000 8000 + 4000 = 12000

6 6 x 400 = 2400 6000 + 2400 = 8400 6 6 x 800 = 4800 12000 + 4800 = 16800

7 7 x 400 = 2800 8400 + 2800 = 11200 7 7 x 800 = 5600 16800 + 5600 = 22400

8 8 x 400 = 3200 11200 + 3200 = 14400 8 8 x 800 = 6400 22400 + 6400 = 28800
 

Figure 3

We can see from the tables that using a smaller delta is more aggressive, because it increases 
trade size at smaller levels of net profit.  More on that later.  We look first at the per-trade results from 
the left-hand example in Figure 2.  The results of compounding these trades using each delta are given 
in Figures 4 and 5:
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Figure 4

 

Figure 5

(The horizontal lines in Figure 5 are the levels at which trade size changes.)

Both plans do well; they outperform the 1-unit return ($1800) and produce a little more than the
compounded return in Figure 2 ($2200).  Let's review how it happens.

The delta = 400 plan quickly increases to size 2, but the first two size-2 trades are losses that 
drop the size back to 1.  Finally there's a win at size 2, then the plan sustains size 2 after a loss that 
leaves net P/L at $600 (bolded in the table).  From there it soon advances to size 3, but a loss at size 3 
knocks it back to size 2, which happens twice before size 3 can be sustained through a losing trade.  
While trade size bounces between 2 and 3, the 1-unit P/L makes progress while each loss sets the 
compounded P/L back to $600.  That's the inefficiency that occurs when trade size bounces up and 
down.  The same inefficiency is seen when trade size bounces between sizes 1 and 2; it is worst when 
the 1-unit net P/L is $500 and the compounded P/L is $100 (red in the table).
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Finally there is a winning trade at size 3, and net P/L jumps about ¾ of the way to the target for 
the next size increase.  Then a loss sets it back significantly, but trade size holds at 3 and the next trade 
hits the target for an increase to size 4.

The delta = 800 plan needs more net profit to earn the first size increase, which turns out to be a
good thing because it allows it to grind higher at size 1.  The first trade at size 2 is a winner, which is 
lucky.  The first loss at size 2 is not large enough to knock the trade size back down, and net P/L is able 
to make progress at size 2 over the course of several trades.  The first trade at size 3 is a loss, causing a 
step down to size 2, but net P/L remains within striking distance of regaining size 3, which happens on 
the next trade.

At the end of this sequence, the delta = 800 plan has slightly more profit, and it has arrived there
by a much smoother path.  The delta = 400 plan failed four times to hold a size increase, while delta = 
800 only failed once.  But the aggressiveness of the delta = 400 plan allows it to grow much faster 
during a run of profits.  Its next trade after this sequence will be at size 4, while the delta = 800 plan has
barely made it to size 3; if similar results come next, the delta = 800 plan will need several trades to get
to size 4.

We see here the tradeoff that is involved in choosing a delta: fast, wild, and aggressive at the 
one extreme, slow, steady, and conservative at the other.  The smaller the delta, the smaller the changes 
in net P/L that cause a change in trade size, which makes trade size increase and decrease faster, more 
easily, and more often.  With a larger delta, it takes more trades to reach a size increase, but this builds 
up a cushion of profits at each trade size and makes it less likely for trade size to bounce around.  These
patterns are clearly seen in Figure 5.

The optimum delta depends on the per-trade results profile for the strategy being traded.  What's
most important is to use a large enough delta to keep trade size from jumping around too much.

Next, let's use fixed ratio to compound the right-hand example from Figure 2.

Figure 6
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Figure 7

Both plans did well, but delta = 400 was able to grow trade size and net P/L much faster.  It's 
interesting to see that the delta = 800 plan, although it is more conservative, had a string of unlucky 
trade size changes at the end of the sequence (red in Figure 6), while delta = 400 with its larger P/L 
swings actually had fewer changes in trade size.  This shows how a larger delta doesn't make it more 
difficult for net P/L to chop back and forth across an increase threshold, which of course is inefficient.  
What a larger delta does is to make it more difficult for a single trade to move the net P/L by more than 
the distance from one increase threshold to another, which is what it takes to change the trade size by 
more than 1 unit at a time.

All the fixed ratio examples so far have been successful.  Is it possible for a fixed ratio plan to 
fail?  Yes, the plan will fail if delta is too small.  That generates enough asymmetrical leverage to 
periodically wipe out 100% or more of net profits on one losing trade.  Trade size then falls back to the 
minimum, and the plan grinds along at minimum size until it again earns a size increase; then the 
pattern repeats.  We can model this behavior by using delta = 100 on the example from Figures 4 & 5.

Figure 8
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Given that fixed ratio plans fail when trade size is too volatile, it is important to pick a delta that
is large enough to avoid that outcome.  The results of any good backtest can be modeled with 
compounding tables and graphs, as shown throughout this document, in order to identify the reasonable
range of delta values.

IV.  Comparison of fixed ratio with fixed fractional compounding

Fixed ratio compounding looks good, you may say, but what else are people using?  Obviously 
no serious trader is increasing size wildly like in Figures 1 & 2, but they must be using some plan to 
increase trade size.  What's the standard way of doing it?

It's common to hear that per-trade risk should be at most 1%, 2%, or 3% of net equity.  This is 
more a rule of thumb than a trade sizing system, but if some such number is used consistently, it will 
cause trade size to increase proportionally with net equity.  For higher-time-frame systematic traders, it 
makes sense to determine trade size based on the expected max drawdown rather than the per-trade 
risk.  Using this plan, an ACV + RVS combo sized for a -10% max drawdown on net equity has an 
expected largest single-trade loss near -4.5% of net equity, while the average loss is much smaller.

Any plan that adjusts trade size in direct proportion with net equity may be called a fixed 
fractional compounding plan.  Such plans can be made more or less aggressive by adjusting the per-
trade risk; however, all fixed fractional plans fit this description: the account size must double to make 
the trade size double.  That is fine at a large trade size, but if trade size is small, it takes so long to 
achieve a size increase that the compounding plan is practically useless.

Understanding both fixed ratio and fixed fractional makes it possible to construct a 
compounding plan that best fits a given situation.  Just as there are times to use a motorcycle, a sedan, 
or a box truck, there are times to use fixed fractional or fixed ratio.  Neither of them is the best; each is 
good in some situations and is bad or even unacceptable in others.

Next we will study the characteristics of fixed fractional and fixed ratio, then compare the two.  
In order to illustrate each method, the tables on the next page show the results of compounding the 
ACV strategy with fixed fractional vs. fixed ratio.  Each plan begins at the minimum possible trade size
and an initial risk of -10% max drawdown on net equity, which makes the starting capital $8000.

For simplicity, the tables were constructed with each trade lasting the average duration (15 
days) and producing the average profit per unit ($95.60) of all the backtested trades.  This serves the 
purpose of comparing the mathematical workings of fixed ratio and fixed fractional.

Fixed fractional is labeled as MDD = 10%; fixed ratio is Delta = 400.
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MDD = 10% Required to earn one size increase All since size 1

Account size Trade size Return on capital Profit Trades Time Trades Time

$8,000 1 100% $8,000 84 3.5 years 84 3.5 years

$16,000 2 50% $8,000 42 1.75 years 126 5.2 years

$24,000 3 33% $8,000 28 1.2 years 154 6.3 years

$32,000 4 25% $8,000 21 10 months 175 7.2 years

$40,000 5 20% $8,000 17 8 months 192 7.9 years

$48,000 6 17% $8,000 14 7 months 206 8.4 years

$56,000 7 14% $8,000 12 6 months 218 8.9 years

$64,000 8 12.5% $8,000 11 5 months 229 9.4 years

$72,000 9 11% $8,000 10 4.6 months 239 9.8 years

$80,000 10 10% $8,000 9 4.1 months 248 10.1 years

$88,000 11 9% $8,000 8 3.8 months 256 10.4 years

$96,000 12 8% $8,000 7 3.5 months 263 10.7 years

$160,000 20 5% $8,000 4.2 2.1 months 298 12.2 years

$320,000 40 2.5% $8,000 2.1 1 month 358 14.7 years

$480,000 60 1.7% $8,000 1.4 21 days 392 16.1 years

$3,635,094 450 0.2% $8,000 0.2 2.8 days 563 23.1 years
 

Delta = 400 Required to earn one size increase All since size 1

Account size Trade size Actual MDD Profit Trades Time Trades Time

$8,000 1 -10% $400 4.2 2.1 months 4 2 months

$8,400 2 -19% $800 4.2 2.1 months 8 4 months

$9,200 3 -26% $1,200 4.2 2.1 months 13 6 months

$10,400 4 -31% $1,600 4.2 2.1 months 17 8 months

$12,000 5 -33% $2,000 4.2 2.1 months 21 11 months

$14,000 6 -34% $2,400 4.2 2.1 months 25 1 year

$16,400 7 -34% $2,800 4.2 2.1 months 29 1.2 years

$19,200 8 -33% $3,200 4.2 2.1 months 34 1.4 years

$22,400 9 -32% $3,600 4.2 2.1 months 38 1.6 years

$26,000 10 -31% $4,000 4.2 2.1 months 42 1.7 years

$30,000 11 -29% $4,400 4.2 2.1 months 46 1.9 years

$34,400 12 -28% $4,800 4.2 2.1 months 50 2.1 years

$84,000 20 -19% $8,000 4.2 2.1 months 84 3.5 years

$320,000 40 -10% $16,000 4.2 2.1 months 168 6.9 years

$716,000 60 -6.7% $24,000 4.2 2.1 months 252 10.4 years

$3,617,791 134 -3% $53,600 4.2 2.1 months 563 23.1 years
 

Figure 9
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The fixed fractional plan requires net equity to double in order to increase trade size from 1 to 2.
That takes 84 trades and 3.5 years to happen, which is ridiculous.  Starting at size 2 has the same 
problem; it takes 1.75 years to earn the first size increase.  Starting at size 10 looks much better; 
waiting 4 months for a size increase isn't too bad.

What's wrong with waiting 3.5 years for the first increase?  The percent return on capital is the 
same as at any other size, right?  No, not really, because as profit grows but trade size remains constant 
for so long, the actual max drawdown on net equity doesn't stay pegged at -10%.

Figure 10

The sharp drops in this graph occur when trade size increases.  At any given trade size, profit 
and net equity both grow at the same rate, which makes the trade sizing become less aggressive as it 
approaches the next size increase.  For example, when net equity is $15,000 and trade size is still 1 
unit, the max drawdown is still -$800, just like it was when net equity was $8000.  This means the 
actual MDD is -800/15,000 = -5.3%.  When a size increase occurs, actual max drawdown on net equity 
snaps back to its target of -10%.

Because the earlier size increases are larger on a percent basis
(see  Figure  11),  the  profits  at  smaller  trade  sizes  grow to  a  larger
percent of net equity, causing the actual max drawdown on net equity
to shrink more.  At size 1, actual MDD shrinks to -5%, and as that
happens,  dozens  of  trades  are  taken  at  an  actual  MDD  that  is
substantially smaller than the target of -10%.  This cannot be avoided
without exceeding that target.

As size gets larger, the percent increases in trade size become
smaller, so the actual MDD doesn't fluctuate as much.  Compounding
becomes more efficient and consistent as size grows and it becomes
possible to hold the actual MDD near the target at all times.

 

Figure 11

 These are also the percent
returns on net capital that the
fixed fractional plan requires

to earn its early size increases.
 

The next graph (Figure 12) shows how serious the actual MDD problem is at small trade sizes.  
It takes far more trades (and time) to get through the earlier teeth on the graph.  The average actual 
MDD across the first three teeth (trade sizes 1, 2, and 3) is far from -10%.  It is impossible to avoid this
problem at small trade size using a fixed fractional plan.
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Figure 12

Another consideration is that the average profit per day at size 1 is $6.36.  The real-world value 
of that profit, and its extremely slow rate of growth, doesn't justify a substantial commitment of time 
and effort to trading.  It's not worthwhile unless there is a real prospect to grow the returns much faster.

Could the problem be solved by taking larger risk when trade size is small?  By targeting a 
-20% max drawdown, the capital requirement for each unit of trade size drops to $4000.  At size 1, it 
will take 42 trades and 1.75 years to achieve the first size increase.  Still terrible.  How about targeting 
a -50% MDD?  Then it will take 17 trades and 8 months to reach the first increase.  That's much better, 
but it's still a long time to be stuck earning $6.36/day, and the normal drawdowns along the way will be
quite large on a percent basis.

The bottom line is that fixed fractional compounding is no good when trade size is small.  There
is a much better solution, as we will soon see.  If you must use fixed fractional, the real solution to the 
small-size inefficiency problem is to get access to enough capital to support a larger position size.

Now let's look at the fixed fractional plan at larger trade sizes.  At every size, net equity must 
increase by $8000 to earn a 1-unit size increase.  It doesn't matter if 5, 20, or 100 units are being traded;
the profit target to earn a size increase remains the same dollar amount.  As a result, trade size increases
more quickly as trade size grows, no matter how large it grows, so the compounding is always 
accelerating.  This is exponential growth.

One might expect risk to increase as growth in trade size accelerates, but the beautiful thing 
about fixed fractional compounding is that the percent risk to net equity is held constant.  That is the 
principle upon which the whole plan is based; it begins with the decision to target a max drawdown of 
-10%, and all other details follow logically from this decision.  In fact, if the max drawdown occurs 
over several trades, as is usually the case, the drawdown from peak equity will be smaller than the 
target percentage because of the downsizing that occurs along the way.

At large size, fixed fractional achieves all the goals of a compounding plan: it grows 
exponentially (using profits to make more profits), it limits risk, and it adjusts trade size with good 
responsiveness and by increments that are not too large.

That being said, it will come as no surprise that fixed ratio compounding works better when 
trade size is small; that is its purpose.  Next we will study the fixed ratio plan in Figure 9 (delta = 400).

The fixed ratio plan requires dramatically less profit at size 1 in order to increase to size 2.  
How is that safe?  When the step-up occurs, the expected max drawdown on net equity is -1600/8400, 
or -19%, nearly double what it was at size 1.  It gets worse as size increases; at size 4, the plan is sized 
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for a -31% max drawdown.

This can be tolerably safe if a max drawdown is expected to take multiple trades to go from 
peak to trough.  As net profit drops, trade size will drop also.  If net profit drops below $400, trade size 
drops back down to 1-unit, and the max drawdown is back to -10%.  This is true at any trade size: the 
sizing implies a very large max drawdown if that size were maintained all the way down, but that's not 
the plan.

But there must be some additional risk as a result of the faster increase in trade size?  Yes, there 
is risk of giving back much or all of the profit.  Fixed ratio compounding works by risking profits more 
aggressively than it risks the starting capital.  However, the risk to profits is not just a yes or no 
proposition; the value of delta used in the compounding plan makes the risk larger or smaller, and one 
can get a pretty good idea of how much risk is involved by modeling the per-trade backtest results with 
various deltas.

In the fixed ratio plan in Figure 9, notice that the expected time to earn a size increase is always 
the same, while the actual max drawdown rises for several steps, peaks at sizes 6 and 7, then declines 
for the rest of the table.  This is fascinating.  At size 6 in the fixed ratio plan, the trade size is so large in
proportion to the account size that 4.2 average-sized trades are capable of producing a 17% return on 
net equity (2400/14000 = 17%).  Naturally, a losing trade will also give back a large percent of net 
equity, so the equity curve is likely to bounce around a lot on a percentage basis.  This makes sense 
because the plan is to risk profits aggressively, and at this stage there is $8000 of starting capital and 
$6000 profit in the account, so profits are 43% of net equity.

But as compounding continues, the increasing dollar amount of profit required to earn each 
additional size increase makes the plan less aggressive.  As net equity and trade size grow, a single unit 
of trade size becomes a smaller percentage of the total trade size, which means that each unit of added 
size becomes practically a smaller step.  The plan makes no adjustments for this, but requires the same 
dollar amount of per-unit profit (“work,” also trades and time) for each size increase in perpetuity.  
However, there is a benefit: a substantial amount of profit becomes effectively locked-in, so that even a
max drawdown would not give it back.  The compounding plan has succeeded at moving quickly 
through the small trade sizes.

We have seen that fixed fractional is better at large size and fixed ratio is better at small size.  
Now let's compare the long-run results of each plan.

At size 20, both plans require the same dollar amount of profit to earn a size increase; however, 
the fixed ratio plan is more aggressive because it is sized for almost twice as large a max drawdown.  
This is because the fixed ratio plan is using the same trade size with a much smaller net equity.

Above size 20, the fixed fractional plan increases trade size more quickly because it keeps 
increasing size at each $8000 of new profit, while the fixed ratio plan requires a larger amount of new 
profit for each increase.  At size 40, both plans trade the same size at the same net equity, so their trade 
size is equally aggressive (i.e. they are sized for the same percent max drawdown); however, the fixed 
fractional plan is increasing size twice as rapidly.  At size 60, fixed fractional has a more aggressive 
trade size and is growing much faster; to get from size 40 to size 60 only takes 34 trades and 1.4 years 
for fixed fractional, while it takes 84 trades and 3.5 years for fixed ratio.  Still, if both plans begin at 
size 1, fixed ratio pulls so far ahead that fixed fractional doesn't catch up for 23.1 years!  For one third 
of that time, fixed fractional is stuck at sizes 5 and below.
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In the long run, the best results come from using fixed ratio at small sizes and switching to fixed
fractional at some point.  It could be done when fixed ratio reaches a max drawdown of 10% of net 
equity (size 40 in the example above) or at some other point of the trader's choice.  Another good 
option is to make a smoother transition by systematically decreasing the delta on the fixed ratio plan 
when trade size moves beyond the peak aggression point (where the percent max drawdown is largest). 
For instance, delta could be decreased by 2% per month starting at size 12 in the example above.  Such 
an adjustment to the plan could keep it equally aggressive instead of allowing it to gradually become 
less aggressive for a long time until the transition to fixed fractional occurs.

This discussion wouldn't be complete without this last graph, a familiar picture to 
mathematicians:

Figure 13

Looks like a power function and an exponential function.  At a glance, one wouldn't think that 
the fixed fractional plan is risking a nearly-constant percentage of net equity during its explosive 
growth phase, but indeed it is.  The fixed ratio plan falls behind because it becomes less aggressive, not
because the fixed fractional plan becomes more aggressive.

So ends our comparison of fixed ratio with fixed fractional.  The next task is to go deeper into 
fixed ratio and learn how to optimize it.

V.  Fixed Ratio: analysis and application

In section III, fixed ratio compounding was modeled with various deltas using a made-up data 
set, and the following points were made:

▪ A smaller delta is more aggressive because it can grow trade size and net P/L more 
quickly; however, it produces larger jumps up and down in trade size.

▪ Large changes in trade size are always inefficient and, if too large, produce occasional 
large losses that prevent the compounding plan from sustaining any progress.

▪ The optimum delta depends on the per-trade results of the strategy being traded.

Here we resume our discussion of how fixed ratio compounding works, with the goal of using 
real backtest data to optimize a fixed ratio plan for a particular strategy.  We'll use the per-trade results 
of the ACV strategy at 2x its minimum size plus the RVS strategy at its minimum size.  If you'd like to 
do your own modeling, the per-trade data is below; the best way to get it into a spreadsheet is to copy it
into a .txt or .csv file, open a blank spreadsheet, and import it from the file.
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923.20, 360.96, 135.68, 775.04, 36.48, 366.56, 936.32, 2360.16, -470.88, 304.01, 1752.16, 501.71, 759.36, -656.48, -203.36, 753.14, 
262.08, 264.00, -356.96, 367.71, -66.60, 84.00, 3418.24, -238.56, -494.29, 875.52, -9.60, 583.71, 1028.16, -443.76, 935.76, 1227.43, 
-167.04, 1270.72, -16.00, 327.24, -590.86, -401.28, 269.00, -198.72, -908.57, 910.08, 222.00, -1366.00, 968.96, 264.32, -429.60, 1154.72,
442.29, 744.00, 491.43, 875.20, -208.00, 290.29, 2718.52, 1378.08, -123.48, 2004.00, 903.84, -644.16, -351.12, 781.71, 668.16, -418.56, 
839.14, -116.28, 700.64, 384.43, 462.00, 1395.52, 1138.72, -557.28, 1875.43, -494.64, 925.68, -58.00, 392.57, 420.00, 27.84, 2114.56, 
159.00, 537.84, 577.84, 40.32, -317.52, 256.00, 856.08, 320.00, 577.84, 605.68, -70.08, -352.16, 677.84, 937.84, -96.56, 450.29, -164.64,
-302.16, 233.14, 236.57, -363.12, -1092.57, -42.16, 617.84, -830.96, -506.24, -603.68, 647.84, 532.29, -102.16, 3243.16, -72.16, -348.48, 
-36.00, -828.00, 717.84, 827.84, 277.84, 1053.36, -408.72, 67.84, 673.14, 320.00, 577.84, 364.60, 677.44, 284.29, -87.60, -452.92, 
518.86, -385.92, 56.57, 385.28, 7.84, 627.84, 627.84, -664.56, -560.57, 864.64, -732.16, -342.16, 657.84, 587.84, 1165.12, 17.84, 381.71, 
547.84, 547.84, 894.00, 645.68, -544.16, 67.84, 313.14, 3697.68, 462.86, 397.84, 248.57, 19.20, -432.96, 1068.48, 307.84, -498.29, 
517.84, -112.16, 667.84, -292.16, 834.68, -583.84, 617.84, 1004.40, -492.00, 840.86, 597.84, -152.16, 204.00, 300.86, -103.84, -204.24, 
-478.08, 827.84, -342.00, -596.00, 587.84, -112.16, 787.84, -1482.16, 889.60, 752.86, 557.84, 17.84, 1009.12, 37.84, 697.84, -335.92, 
976.29, 635.04, -512.96, 107.84, 537.84, 237.84, -352.16, 1315.28, 1034.40, 725.14, 587.84, -362.16, -122.16, 582.08, -332.16, -252.16, 
725.14, -991.88, -342.16, 547.84, 153.44, 497.28, 617.84, -260.80, -30.72, -599.76, -166.86, 107.84, 824.56, 597.84, -112.16, 517.84, 
457.71, -502.16, -232.16, 37.84, 461.12, 657.84, 304.00, -383.04, -277.20, 990.08, 587.84, 1454.00, -292.16, 587.84, 917.28, 423.43, 
597.84, 637.84, 277.72, 257.84, 1245.48, -552.16, -362.16, 544.00, 647.84, -184.80, 1181.04, 1339.00, 1281.32, 567.84, -462.16, -182.16,
-308.80, -554.29, 667.84, 174.86, -162.16, 7.84, 2410.72, 377.84, -188.16, 1014.00, -252.84, 87.84, -404.80, 187.84, 587.84, -32.16, 
639.92, 1051.20, 354.20, 1696.00, -722.16, -222.16, 657.84, 541.71, 87.84, 209.14, 170.24, 567.84, 483.20, -820.80, 887.04, 1218.24, 
157.84, 1154.00, 577.84, -122.16, 184.00, 537.84, 1962.40, 547.84, -72.00, -732.16, 27.84, 403.20, 577.84, 47.08, 167.84, -302.16, 
2409.43, 144.00, -32.16, 1055.04, 475.68, 597.84, 153.60, 244.00, -553.84, 647.84, -282.16, -144.64, 339.00, -272.16, 157.84, -121.52, 
943.36, 617.84, 741.43, -112.16, 607.84, 715.68, 313.14, -202.16, -80.00, 1647.36, 597.84, 267.84, 1135.36, -37.14, -363.44, 254.00, 
547.84, 588.04, -232.16, -336.64, -64.00, 557.84, 1211.60, 64.00, -42.16, 557.84, 12.00, -199.08, -219.43, -1282.29, 896.48, -742.16, 
597.84, -392.16, -614.24, -322.16, -275.72, -82.16, 849.68, 497.84, -582.16, -531.60, 477.84, 587.84, 367.14, -472.16, 218.88, 607.84, 
-42.16, 397.71, 587.84, 164.00, -321.60, 257.84, 243.43, -362.88, 607.84, -402.16, 294.86, 861.12, -422.16, 665.60, 577.84, -281.16, 
-818.57, -1002.16, -562.16, 597.84, -511.43, 67.76, 737.84, 1052.48, 675.68

Some statistics on these trades are listed at right (Figure 14).
These results are so good that there is danger of not appreciating 
just how excellent they are.  They are so good that they will work 
with a very aggressive compounding plan, so that the practical limit
on growing the trade size is likely to come from psychology rather 
than mathematics.  That is, it just feels wrong to be as aggressive as 
these results can handle while maintaining survivability.

If we model the net P/L over this whole sequence of trades 
using different deltas, it will literally always turn out that a smaller 
delta has better long-term performance (see below, Figure 15).  This
is because the sequence begins with a very strong profitable run, 
and once it gets well into profit, there is essentially no lower limit 
on the value of delta that is able to survive this strategy's mild 
drawdowns.  Even a delta of 1, which is completely absurd, gets off
the ground and tolerates the drawdowns (Figure 16, next page).

 

Figure 14

 

Figure 15
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Figure 16

Total P/L looks great, but the rightmost two columns show the enormous risk involved.  Trade 
size is so large that a max loss would have put the account into huge negative equity.  Of course, 
margin requirements would prevent this size account from trading such large positions, but the point is 
that optimizing the net P/L from the actual backtest data is NOT the way to determine a reasonable 
delta value because it doesn't say enough about survivability.

We need to look at smaller portions of the data, especially during drawdowns, to see how net 
P/L behaves at various trade sizes and with various deltas.  Let's look first at the max drawdown.

In a model of the max drawdown that begins with zero net P/L at the preceding profit peak, all 
deltas will perform substantially the same because they will be pegged at the minimum trade size 
during most or all of the drawdown.  In order to obtain a meaningful comparison, the model needs to 
begin with some positive net P/L that will suffer more or less of a drawdown using different deltas.

It may seem logical to make model the max drawdown beginning with various dollar amounts 
of net profit.  In fact, this isn't realistic because different deltas can produce very different amounts of 
profit over a given series of trades.  The best way to compare different deltas is to start them all at zero 
net P/L at the same point, and to vary the distance between that point and the sequence of trades you 
want to study.

The following graphs (Figures 17 & 18) show how various deltas handle the max drawdown, 
beginning seven trades before the profit peak:

Figure 17
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Figure 18

It's interesting that the three smaller deltas have nearly the same net profit after seven trades.  
This is essentially a matter of luck; delta = 200 and delta = 400 trade larger size for the losses on trades 
#2 and #3, so they are hurt more than delta = 800, but they nearly catch up by trade #7.  Delta = 2000 is
much slower to size up and is left behind.

When the drawdown begins, the smaller deltas take losses at larger trade sizes, so they lose 
larger dollar amounts.  Delta = 800 is unlucky to have just enough net P/L to be at size 3 for the loss on 
trade #13.  It's also a matter of luck that all three of the smaller deltas are at size 3 for that trade; more 
commonly the smaller deltas would be trading larger sizes.

During the worst of the drawdown, all four plans are at size 1, so they have the same dollar-
sized performance.  They all increase to size 2 after a big win on trade #22, and eventually a run of 
profits allows the smaller deltas to grow quickly and catch up with the delta = 2000 plan.  At the end of 
the sequence, all four plans are at different trade sizes, so their net P/L will values will grow apart again
after the next trade.  If it's a win, delta = 200 will jump into the lead, followed by delta = 400, then 
delta = 800, with delta = 2000 coming in last.  If it's a loss, the order will be reversed and the more-
conservative delta = 2000 plan will give back the smallest amount of profit.

It's good to repeat this analysis from various starting points.  This has two benefits: it shows 
how the max drawdown of this particular strategy plays out with different deltas, and it builds your 
knowledge of fixed ratio compounding in general.  To save time, we will look at only one more starting
point, placed earlier in the sequence to allow the plans to build up a more profit before hitting the max 
drawdown.
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Figure 19

This model (Figure 19) is more helpful because the compounding plans don't get pinned at their 
minimum trade size as in the previous model (Figure 17).  This means that the various deltas are 
always playing their usual role in adjusting the trade size.  The pattern over the first 25 trades is typical:
smaller deltas produce a larger and more volatile net P/L, so the curves spread out as they go higher 
and compress as they go lower.

Next we look at the net P/L curves with trade sizing for the various deltas:

Figure 20

Trade size bounces all over the place in this graph.  Not good for efficiency!  But the net P/L 
was looking great before the max drawdown began.
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Figure 21

Trade size is a lot less jumpy with delta = 400.  Still very aggressive, but not ridiculous.

Figure 22

Trade size moves smoothly with delta = 800.  Looks like a good balanced choice.

Figure 23
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Delta = 2000 is decidedly on the conservative side, but it holds up well through the max 
drawdown, and the percent drawdown is substantially smaller.

At the low point at trade #27, most of the plans drop to size 1 for the next trade, but delta = 800 
holds on to enough profit to remain at size 2, while delta = 400 with a similar net P/L remains at size 3. 
Why those two plans?  Mostly because of luck: lucky trade sizing produces less asymmetrical leverage 
for these deltas, and there is a lucky combination of net P/L before drawdown and depth of drawdown 
that keeps them above the minimum size.

Coming off the bottom of the drawdown, delta = 400 has the best performance, mainly because 
it is sized largest for the big win on trade #31.  When the non-compounded results hit a sustained run of
better performance after trade #35, it is clear that smaller deltas are again growing net P/L faster.

This kind of modeling doesn't lead to any obvious conclusion that a particular delta is best.  It 
seems like all the deltas have acceptable survivability, in that they all reduce size even to 1 unit during 
a deep enough drawdown.  In fact, we need a different model to really evaluate survivability, and that is
coming soon.  But based on this model and the fact that smaller deltas have better long-term 
performance (Figure 15), it would make sense to choose the smallest delta for which the P/L curve is 
not more volatile than the trader is willing or able to tolerate.

This model provides a good example of another important fact about the choice of delta: small 
variations in delta can have large unpredictable impacts on performance because of the luck of trade 
sizing on big wins and big losses.  The general idea is shown in Figure 24 (based on a different set of 
per-trade data, but that's beside the present point).  Notice how different the net P/L can be in dollars 
and in percent between some of the neighboring deltas.

Figure 24

In the sequence of trades modeled in Figure 19, there is a striking example of different results 
from nearby deltas 1250 and 1260.  Delta = 1260 produces $4800 more in net P/L, which is a 53% 
improvement!  That's huge, and it is caused entirely by the luck of trade size on just a handful of trades,
as seen in Figure 25.
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Figure 25

The levels at which trade size changes are nearly identical for these two deltas.  The P/L curves 
are about the same before and during the max drawdown.  The third trade after the low point is a $3243
winner, one of the biggest wins in the entire nine-year backtest.  The delta = 1250 plan takes it at size 1,
while delta = 1260 takes it at size 2, causing the net P/L curves to grow apart by $3243.  As a result, the
delta = 1260 plan is sized 1 unit larger than the delta = 1250 plan on all but one trade in the rest of the 
sequence.  The sequence is profitable, so the delta = 1260 plan widens its lead.

Examples of this kind of behavior – usually less extreme – happen all the time.  The luck of 
being just above or just below a trade sizing threshold when a big win or a big loss comes along is just 
part of the game.  The good news is that the larger the trade size, the less significant the effect becomes,
because each unit of trade size is a smaller percentage of the total trade size (illustrated in Figure 11).

We have seen various deltas all reduce trade size to the minimum over the max drawdown, 
which looks decent as far as risk control.  What else could go wrong?  The results of live trading could 
be worse than anything in the backtest; what then?

In a larger max drawdown that plays out over many trades, the risk is not hugely different 
because trade size continues to decrease as the drawdown deepens.  If the strategy remains profitable 
over the long run, it will eventually come back and make new equity highs; however, a deeper-than-
expected max drawdown is a reason to reevaluate the strategy itself and its capital allocation.
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The more serious risk when using fixed ratio compounding is a max single loss (MSL), because 
there's no opportunity for the compounding plan to decrease trade size until that loss has been realized. 
Of course, a trader may plan to reduce size on open trades if net equity falls below a sizing threshold, 
and that's not a bad idea; however, it's not part of fixed ratio compounding as discussed in this report.  
There's also the problem that a large single loss may happen on an overnight gap, so that it's impossible
to mitigate the loss by making an early exit.

If delta is far too small, a max single loss can push net P/L deep into negative territory, after 
which the compounding plan must grind along at minimum size for a long time before getting back to 
zero and then earning the first size increase.  If that happens, the worst thing about it is the opportunity 
cost: the time and trades before the MSL are wasted because all the profit is given back, and the time 
and trades after the MSL are wasted trading minimum size while grinding back up to zero net P/L.  All 
this waste of time and trades could almost certainly be avoided by choosing a reasonable delta.

Figure 26 shows how this outcome would look in a backtest.  I had to cut and paste together a 
trade sequence to get something that behaves this way; the ACV + RVS backtest data are good enough 
that a deep dive practically never happens with a delta that is anywhere near reasonable.  After the 
delta = 200 line takes its deep dive, it remains stuck at minimum size for the rest of this sequence while
the other deltas are able to recover from the drawdown and continue to new equity highs.

Figure 26

The risk of a max single loss is best evaluated with purely mathematical models of that one 
trade, based on the starting capital, the delta, the dollar size of the loss, and the trade size or net P/L 
before the MSL.  There is no need to refer to per-trade backtest data, in which MSLs will typically be 
quite rare.  We will look at various ways to view the data, starting with a simple table (Figure 27).
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Figure 27

This table models a -$1500 max loss when net P/L is at the minimum for the trade size.  For 
example, the delta = 800 plan is at size 3 with a minimum net P/L of $2400; after a max loss of -$4500 
(3 x -$1500), net P/L will be -$2100 (2400 – 4500).

These numbers are for the same ACV+RVS strategy that has been used for all the models in this
section.  As seen in Figure 14, the max drawdown is -$2820, so if the starting trade size is chosen to 
target MDD = 10%, then the starting capital to trade 1 unit is about $30,000 (using a round number).

The purpose of fixed ratio compounding, especially at the smallest trade sizes, is to increase 
trade size faster without taking much extra risk with the starting capital.  In this example, that means 
the choice of delta needs to make it very unlikely that a drawdown will significantly exceed -$2820.  A 
plan that grows quickly to size 4 but gets knocked down to -$3600 net P/L on a max single loss – as 
occurs with delta = 400 in the above table – is too risky.  It's preferable to have at least a small buffer 
between the net P/L after a max single loss and the intended max drawdown.

As delta gets smaller, the net P/L after a max single loss gets much worse, and it occurs at larger
trade size.  The practical risk of realizing such a loss also increases because a smaller delta causes trade
size to increase more quickly, so that it doesn't take much of a winning streak to grow the trade size a 
lot.  This means a max single loss, or just any losing trade, can more easily happen at a large trade size, 
making the loss much more destructive.

The table above also helps by showing the trade sizes at which a max single loss does not give 
back all the profit.  With delta = 3000, this happens at size 3, where $4500 of profit remains after the 
loss.  With delta = 800, it happens at size 5.  With the very small deltas, it happens at ridiculously large 
size: with delta = 200, at size 17, and with delta = 100, at size 32 (both not pictured in the table).  This 
means that a max single loss at any smaller trade size gives back all the net P/L in just one trade.

The numbers in bold red are the largest negative values in each row, where in one sense the risk 
is largest.  One might think from this data alone that a larger delta is always better because it is less 
risky at any given size.  What's not represented here is the pace at which trade size grows at various 
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deltas, which varies quite a lot.  With a larger delta, a larger cushion of profit builds up at each trade 
size, but this happens over a period of time during which the trade size is not growing.  With greater 
safety comes less potential for rapid growth, and vice versa.

The next model (Figure 28) depicts this tradeoff.  It shows where each compounding plan is 
most aggressive (most risky) for any given delta, and it gives some idea of the number of trades 
(roughly corresponding to the amount of time) it takes to move through the region of highest risk.  This
model assumes that each trade produces the long-term average per-trade P/L for the strategy, $292.88.

Figure 28

The measure of risk is different in this model; it's based on net equity instead of net P/L, and it's 
percent rather than dollar amounts.  The curves are jagged because the percent of net equity risked per 
trade changes abruptly when the trade size changes, as seen with fixed fractional in Figures 10 & 12.

The main thing to see in Figure 28 is that the smaller the delta, the fewer trades it takes to reach 
the point of maximum aggression (where the max loss is largest).  Getting there in fewer trades is a 
good thing if the strategy is able to mostly sustain its trade size through the normal ebb and flow of per-
trade results; in that case, trading larger size will produce more profit.  But if delta is too small, the max
per-trade risk is too large, and it's likely that net P/L will run into big setbacks before trade size can 
move into the safer zone beyond the point of max aggression.  The optimum delta strikes a balance that
allows the growth in trade size to be sustainable but not too slow.

Next we will look at a model (Figure 29) that is a cousin of Figures 27 and 28; it shows the max
loss at various trade sizes as a percent of net equity.  Because the distinction between starting capital 
and net P/L is really an artificial one, the better metrics for actual risk are based on changes in net 
equity rather than changes in net P/L.

This graph shows the now-familiar patterns: as trade size increases, a fixed ratio compounding 
plan increases its aggressiveness up to a peak, then slowly becomes less aggressive as trade size 
continues to increase.  Smaller deltas have a larger max risk, and it occurs at a larger trade size.
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Figure 29

Comparing this graph with Figure 27, we see that the worst net P/L after a max loss occurs at a 
significantly lower size than the largest risk to net equity.  For example, at delta = 800 the worst net P/L
(-$2200) occurs at size 2, while the largest risk to net equity is at size 9 (the low point of the delta = 
800 curve in Figure 28).  This means that from sizes 2 to 9, the delta = 800 plan effectively locks in a 
growing dollar amount of net profit while also exposing the net equity to greater risk.

Also notice that in the long run, the per-trade risk for each delta keeps getting smaller (closer to 
zero), and the differences in per-trade risk between different deltas also shrink.  As mentioned earlier 
(p. 14), this suggests a very powerful strategy of reducing the delta as net equity grows, so as to 
maintain the same level of aggression.  The logic could go like this:

▪ Delta = 800 is able to make good progress even at the smaller trade sizes where 
asymmetrical leverage is more significant.

▪ At its most aggressive point, the delta = 800 plan is sized to lose -23% of net equity on a
max single loss.

▪ Beyond the most aggressive point, delta will be adjusted once a month to target a max 
single loss of -20% of net equity (a little more conservative than -23%).

The additional net P/L produced by such a plan would be huge over the course of several years; 
however, the volatility in both dollar and percentage terms is also huge.  The trader would need to 
understand and truly accept the risks and be committed to the plan for the long term.
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It makes sense to keep delta constant until trade size has grown significantly beyond the point 
of max risk, and to ease into any plan to adjust delta for larger risk.  With a strategy that produces 
excellent long-term results, the worst possible mistake is to get too aggressive with trade size and then 
be forced to downsize by a large amount, whether for financial or for psychological reasons.  The delta 
= 800 plan remains very aggressive for many trade sizes past its peak aggression at size 9; in fact, the 
max drawdown from the backtest produces at least a -35% drawdown for many trade sizes past the 
peak.  There's really no need to be more aggressive than that.

VI.  How to construct a fixed ratio plan

The previous sections have discussed compounding in a fair amount of depth; this section will 
be as brief and practical as possible.  We will discuss how to construct a vanilla fixed ratio 
compounding plan that works and isn't too aggressive.

The first decision is the starting trade size, which depends on the dollar amount of risk you are 
willing to accept.  A good rule of thumb is to target a max drawdown of 10% of net equity.  Thus, for 
example, if you are trading a strategy with an expected max drawdown of -$1500 per unit of trade size, 
you need $15000 of capital to trade 1 unit (-1500/15000 = -10%).

The next decision is the delta.  It is impossible to fine-tune it, as seen in Figure 24.  It should 
meet these criteria:

1. A max single loss never drops net P/L too close to the targeted max drawdown.

This can be seen on a table like Figure 27.  In that table, deltas from 800 to 1500 look good.

2. Trade size usually changes by steps, not by jumps, to minimize asymmetrical leverage.

This can be tested by modeling one entire backtest for each delta, using a spreadsheet.  There's 
no need to test small chunks of trades or to use different starting points, because for each value of delta 
the changes in trade size have a constant steppiness or jumpiness at any trade size.  This can be seen in 
Figure 30, where the statistics on trade size steps are practically identical on a single run through the 
backtest and across two runs through the data (with the second run occurring at much larger trade size).

Figure 30
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Comparing the same trades on the first run and the second run confirms that trade size is 
changing the same way despite the large differences in total size.

The data in Figure 30 point to 800 and 1250 as good choices that don't cause trade size to move 
too much at once.  This is confirmed by looking at the actual trade sizes over the course of the models 
(not shown).  A largest decrease of -2 is excellent, and the average increase and decrease are both close 
to 1.  The first row, “avg change in size,” gives an idea of how often size changes in either direction 
from one trade to the next.

The models in Figures 27 and 30 are all that's needed to choose a good delta.  More information
doesn't give any more insight into what will work.  There is a large element of luck involved in both the
per-trade results and in the trade size on the large wins and large losses; actual P/L will be affected far 
more by that luck than by anything you can do to choose the perfect delta.  You may choose a delta that
performs considerably worse than both larger and smaller deltas, as happened with delta = 1250 in 
Figure 19.  All you can do is choose something reasonable that fits your risk tolerance, understand what
results you can expect, and stick with the plan.

VII.  Adjustments

If your starting trade size is 1 unit, start at the beginning of the compounding plan.  If your 
starting trade size is larger, the conservative approach is to use the same compounding plan and use 
your starting size as the minimum trade size regardless of net P/L.  Here's how that looks:

 

Figure 31

If your starting trade size is much larger, like 10 units, then this approach still works; however, 
it's not as attractive because it has to build up all the profit that was meant to be earned at smaller sizes 
before it can earn its first size increase.  A better solution is to subtract a fixed amount from all the net 
P/L values so that the threshold for your starting size is somewhere not far below zero.  (If you make it 
exactly zero, then trade size will decrease on even a small losing trade, which is inefficient.)  Figure 32 
shows how that would look at minimum sizes of 6 and 10, with the standard plan as a comparison.
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Figure 32

A nice benefit of these plans is that although the initial size is chosen based on 10% max 
drawdown, the downsizing that occurs with negative P/L will produce a smaller max drawdown if takes
many trades to play out.

Finally, some thoughts about trading multiple strategies with fixed ratio compounding.  There 
are two options:

▪ Trade each strategy separately, with its own delta, and make it earn its own size 
increases.

▪ Trade more than one strategy in combination, using a single delta and adjusting size 
based on net P/L from the combination of strategies.

The second choice has the potential to grow much faster because it allows each strategy to earn 
size increases for all the strategies.  That is very powerful because it reduces the time – the days and 
months – that it should take to increase size if things go well.  The danger is that you may unwittingly 
trade a bad strategy in combination with some good strategies, so that the good strategies earn size 
increases for the bad strategy and it then incurs losses at a much larger trade size than if it had been 
forced to earn size increases with its own profits.

The greatest risk to FRC comes from a max single loss; therefore, the size of the max single loss
plays a large role in determining how small a delta can reasonably be used.  It makes sense to scale 
strategies that are going to traded on the same compounding plan so that their per-unit MSLs are pretty 
close together; this makes all the strategies equally suited to the safety factor that is implicit in the 
choice of delta.  This means that each strategy is being traded at a similar aggressiveness; none of them 
is being artificially held back.

If a strategy has a unique profile of win sizes, loss sizes, max loss size, win percentage, etc. 
compared with your other strategies, or if a strategy is in the experimental phase, it makes sense to 
trade it on its own compounding plan so that it can't grow faster than is justified by its performance.
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